press release

NT Security presents Miditec at the Sleep Event
With immediate effect NT Security will exclusively distribute MIDITEC Datasystems GmbH‘s products
and solutions in the UK market. At the Sleep Event - The Hotel Design Exhibition from 24th - 25th
November 2015 at the Business Design Centre in London will be presented new solutions for the
access control, room control and building security to an international audience.
November 2015. Sophisticated design and highest demands on the quality – these are only two of many product and solution advantages by which the partners NT Security and MIDITEC Datasystems GmbH will capture the British market in the field of hospitality with immediate effect: Therefore all the products and solutions
will be presented to an international target of architects.
At Sleep – The Hotel Design Event in London the Glass- and Skyline-reader by MIDITEC Datasystems GmbH
will be presented as well as the locking systems and the intelligent software. As one of the leading providers of
hardware and software components for online- and offline systems in the field of access, time recording and
building security MIDITEC provides more than 30 years of highly professional and integrated solutions from
a single source. MIDITEC provides bespoke solutions to suit the individual requirements and demands of the
industry and it’s customers.
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Among the many customers of Miditec Hotel Solution are the Jumeirah at Etihad Towers Hotel Abu Dhabi,
The Yas Viceroy Hotel Abu Dhabi, the InterContinental in Berlin or the Hyatt Regency Hafenspitze in
Düsseldorf, Germany.

Visit us on SLEEP, the Hotel Design Event

24. - 25. November 2015
Business Design Centre, London
24. Nov. 10:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
25. Nov 10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

About NT Security Systems
Based in Rochester and Manchester, NT Security are specialist providers of electronic locking systems,
complex CCTV and access control systems. With more than 30 years experience NT Security provide the
complete solution from design, installation, service and maintenance. As members of the Nationwide
Association of Security Installation Companies (NASIC) NT are able to provide true National coverage with
after sales support and service.

About Miditec
For more than 30 years the name MIDITEC stands for innovative products in access management, room
control and personnel time recording. As one of the leading providers on this field, we develop and
produce exclusively in Germany. The MIDITEC products can be found all over the world in many wellknown hotels. Since 2003 MIDITEC has its own sales subsidiary in Dubai.
All Hard- and Software-Components from MIDITEC are perfectly adapted to each other and can be
combined variously. This enables highly integrated solutions, which are tailored aptimally to the individual needs and requirements of the particular customer. Whether access, service or security, guest- or
employee management: MIDITEC offers customized hotel solutions from one source, competitive,
efficient and reliable.
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